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All About the Benches
One of the “Things to Do” here at the park is to walk
around the lake. The perimeter of the lake is about 3 miles as you
follow the shoreline. For many people, stopping and sitting for
awhile has brought them great comfort as they absorb the natural
world around them.
It offers a bit of a sanctuary from the hectic and often
chaotic lives we lead. It’s an opportunity to be silent and listen to
the sounds of the Canada Geese, view the soaring flight of the Bald
Eagles, listen to the call of the American Loons or at twilight, the
chorus of peepers and tree frogs in the springtime. In the
wintertime, cross country skiers welcome the benches to take a rest
stop. In the early morning or evening you can hear the lake moan
and groan as the ice expands or contracts with the temperature
changes. Or, watch as the ice fishing men and women brave the
cold to pull in their catches.
In 2018, The Friends of Moreau Lake launched a
Memorial Plaque Program. The program came about as a result of
hearing from many people who, for generations, regularly visited
the park and wanted a way to honor or memorialize the special
people in their lives by having a plaque mounted on a bench. To that
end, we have provided a listing of the benches and the views they
offer as you sit and reflect or just stop to rest.
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Location of The Benches
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Bench Photos with View
Bench 01: Boat Launch

Bench 02: Boat Launch

Bench 03: Grassy Area
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Bench Photos with View
Bench 04: Grassy Area

Bench 05: Southeast Side

Bench 06: Southeast Side
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Bench Photos with View
Bench 07: Sunset Cabin

Bench 08: Sunset Cabin

Bench 09: North End
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Bench Photos with View
Bench 10: Bridge East

Bench 11: Bridge West

Bench 12: Nature Center

Bench 13a/b: Horseshoe Pit (renovation 2019)
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